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THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE VIDEO SURVEILLANCE 
SYSTEMS IN CONDITIONS OF FREQUENT SCENE CHANGE 

 
Monitoring and video surveillance systems are increasingly used 
in Internet of Things (IoT) devices. Various compression 
techniques are used, which contribute to the deterioration of image 
quality. This quality depends not only on the camera and 
compression technique used, but also on the content recorded by 
the camera. The article presents research on the coding efficiency 
used in video surveillance system in the conditions of frequent 
scene change. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Effective use of many of today's services is possible thanks to use of 
compression that make storing and sending data easier. For the visual data, the 
amount of uncompressed information is very big. For many devices, large 
amounts of data often exceed their possibilities to storage or transfer data. 
Therefore, in many situations it would be impossible to use video without the 
use of data compression, for example in video surveillance systems. At present, 
most data transmitted over telecommunications networks are data containing 
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moving images. It is estimated that the share of these data will systematically 
increase. 

Various types of monitoring and video surveillance systems are increasingly 
used in Internet of Things (IoT) devices. It is obvious that compression is used 
to reduce the amount of data needed for transmission or collection [1, 2]. 
However, it reduces the quality of the images, which depends not only on the 
specific algorithm used, but also on the recorded content. As a rule, the more 
static the image, the more effective the compression. As the motion in the image 
captured by the camera increases, quality of the compressed image usually 
deteriorates. Meanwhile, in monitoring and video surveillance systems, a large 
amount of movement in front of the camera may be associated with the 
occurrence of an event. The recording of such an event is expected to be of 
good quality. 

Techniques of video sequence compression have been used for many years 
and become more and more effective. Several coding standards, such as H.263, 
H.264/AVC [3, 4], commonly used in many fields, have been developed in the 
past. Recent work has resulted in a new, high-performance video compression 
technology: High Efficiency Video Coding  HEVC. This solution is covered 
by MPEG-H Part 2 (ISO/IEC 23008-2) of the International Organization for 
Standardization (ISO) and ITU-T Recommendation H.265 of the International 
Telecommunication Union (ITU) [5, 6]. 

HEVC is a significant achievement in the field of video compression. 
Studies show that using the HEVC technique instead of AVC allows for 
reducing the bit rate by half [7 9]. The new coding technique has significantly 
increased the adaptability (block size, prediction method, etc.) to the content of 
the encoded data. This has led to greater accuracy in the content prediction and, 
consequently, higher compression efficiency of video data [6, 9]. There are 35 
inter frame predictors in HEVC encodings, and they can be used in blocks with 
the size of 4x4 to 64x64. This solution allows for efficient coding, but involves 
searching for a large number of possible cases, which translates into a high 
coding complexity [10]. A detailed description of solutions used in the HEVC 
technique can be found in [7, 8]. 

Usage of similarities that occur between adjacent frames is crucial in the 
compression of video sequences. Occurrence of these similarities is crucial to 
ensure high compression efficiency, as it allows for significant reduction of data 
redundancy in the processed frames. The closer the similarity of neighbouring 
frames, the more efficient video data can be compressed. In practice, the degree 
of similarity of neighbouring frames is not constant and varies depending on the 
content of the video material. 
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Most of today's used codecs take advantage of the fact that adjacent frames 
in a video are similar. It is obvious that from time to time in a video sequence 
there is a scene change. It means a certain change of the video sequence content, 
resulting in the absence of similarities between neighbouring frames. Such 
situation can take place e.g. when recording camera has been changed. In this 
situation similarities between adjacent frames are generally small. That is why 

, in the real footage a scene change does not 
occur frequently. However, the faster camera movement is, the more dissimilar 
are adjacent frames. Also, quickly changing background in a movie e.g. rippling 
surface of water or flying confetti may cause significant differences between 
neighbouring frames. In such cases we can often talk about the scene change. 

In the literature the issue of a scene change in a video sequence is mainly 
treated as a problem of detecting film shots. This is done for the purpose of 
segmentation and classification of video materials. The division of the sequence 
into shots is used, among others, for indexing and archiving videos [11 15]. 
Comparison of algorithms that detect scene change can be found in [16]. 

Another issue discussed in the literature is the change of the encoder 
behaviour when a scene change is detected. Amer et al. [17] showed a modified 
method of processing video sequences in case of a scene change. Xu et al. [18] 
proposed a new rate control algorithm based on variation of Group of Pictures 
(GOP) in scene variation conditions. Poobalasingam et al. [18] proposed a 
strategy for GOP selection in HEVC, as well as classification of the studied 
sequences, due to their dynamics, content and the occurrence of a scene change. 
The authors treat a scene change as the case where a sequence has more than 
one camera view and thus the scene changes. Sowmyayani et al. [20] presented 
an adaptive GOP structure with the new logic of frame comparison in 
H.264/AVC to achieve better quality and reduce bit rate based on scene change. 
Some works also deal with issues such as reducing encoding complexity [21, 
22] or effective HEVC implementations [23]. 

The above mentioned sources mostly focus on improving coding efficiency 
of hybrid encoders. However, there is no work presenting the decrease in 
compression efficiency in the case of frequent scene change and the impact of 
coded content on the compression quality. It is known that the scene change in 
a sequence have an adverse influence on the compression efficiency. The 
question is how strong the influence is and what effect the content has on the 
deterioration of the encoded images quality. 

This paper presents experimental results on HEVC video coder under 
simulated conditions of the scene change. Experiments were carried out using 
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a representative group of video test sequences. The video sequences were 
modified to obtain simulated scene change at predetermined frequencies. 
Quality measurements were performed for the luminance component by 
calculating the mean value of the PSNR for all pictures in a given sequence. 
 
2. METHODOLOGY OF THE EXPERIMENTS 
 

The aim of the experimental research was to examine behaviour of the 
HEVC video codec in frequent scene change conditions. Occurrences of a scene 
change in video sequences imply a less effective analysis in the time domain. 
Such situation is resulting from a lack of similarity between adjacent frames on 
the border of the scene change. This in turn can cause a significant redundancy 
decrease in an input video sequence. In research on video codecs that are 
available in a literature, there are mostly used video sequences without scene 
change. 

For the experiments, six test video sequences were taken [24]: Basket, City, 
Crew, Harbour, Ice and Soccer in format CIF 30Hz (352x288) and with a length 
of 6.4 seconds (192 images). The selected sequences are commonly used to 
assess effectiveness of the video sequence compression. They are characterized 
by variable dynamics both in the foreground and in the background. 

The Basket sequence shows a basketball game, in the foreground there are 
players that are playing a game, the audience is in the background. The camera 
follows the ball, sometimes the background is almost motionless but from time 
to time the movement of the camera is dynamic. Generally, this video sequence 
is characterized by high dynamics of movements. 

The City sequence shows a bird's eye view of the city. In the foreground 
there is one building, while the background shows other buildings. The 
dynamics of the sequence is comparatively small; the movement of the camera 
is smooth. In the sequence there are no motionless fragments. 

The Crew sequence shows a group of several people dressed in the orange 
space suits. People are walking at the leisurely pace. The background of the 
sequence moves slightly at the beginning and quickly at the end. This change is 
associated with a change of the walking direction of the people in the sequence. 
The dynamics of the sequence is slightly larger then in the City sequence. 

The Harbour sequence shows a view of a port in which sailboats are docked. 
The camera is mounted on a tripod; it performs only small movements, which 
can be caused by gusts of wind or due to low stiffness of the tripod. Majority of 
the background is the water surface in which the boats are sailing. The 
dynamics of the sequence is low. 
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The Ice sequence shows a view of ice rink, where a dozen or so people 
perform ice skating. The foreground is still, the ice ring is used by people, 
standing and quickly moving. In the sequence motionless and fast moving 
elements exist. 

The Soccer sequence shows a view of sports ground, where some people 
play football. The camera follows the ball. Sometimes the background is almost 
motionless, but from time to time the movement of the camera is moving fast. 
In the sequence there are moments of both small and high dynamics of motion. 

In the paper the Scene Change (SC) parameter is introduced. Its value 
determines how often a scene changes occur in an input video sequence. It was 
assumed that test video sequences will be used, for which the SC parameter will 
receive values: 32, 16, 8, 4, 2, 1. Accordingly, the least frequent scene change 
will take place every 32 images, the next one every 16 images, while the most 
frequent one after each image. Thus, for the value of the SC parameter equal to 
1, every frame of a video sequence will be dissimilar to the next or previous 
frame in the video sequence. Furthermore, it was assumed that for the value of 
SC parameter e
case will be performed with usage of the test video sequences without the scene 
change. 
 

                  ...                 
a) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  97 98 99 100 101 102 103 104 

                                  

a) 1 2 3 4 97 98 99 100 5 6 7 8 101 102 103 104  

b) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 15  
 

 
Fig. 1. Reordering scheme of frames in the sequence for SC parameter equal to four; a) image 

numbers of the original sequence, b) image numbers of the modified sequence 
 numery 

  encji zmodyfikowanej 
 

In the research it is important to properly choose the material for 
experiments. The content of analyzed images for a given sequence should be the 
same for each value of the SC parameter. That is why it was decided to use 
original test video sequences in which the order of images was changed. Test 
video sequences used in the research were modified in such a way as to contain 
the same contents regardless of assumed value of the SC parameter. 

To simulate a scene change, the original test video sequence that consists of 
192 pictures has been divided into two equal fragments. The first portion 
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contained successive pictures in the sequence from the 1st one to the 96th, the 
second portion was successive pictures form the 97th one to the 192nd (Fig. 1). 
In the next step, pictures from the first and second portion were joined 
alternately. The number of successive combined pictures of each part depends 
on value of the SC parameter. For example, for a scene change every 4 pictures 
(SC=4), successive pictures from 1st to 4th were stored in the resulting 
sequence, then pictures from 97th to 100th, after them the 5th to the 8th, then 
the 101st to the 104th and so on. The successive pictures are taken from the 
original video sequence (Fig. 1). With such a method, every four pictures the 
simulated scene change occurs. Pictures 4th and 5th then 8th and 9th of the new 
sequence are dissimilar enough. We can thus say that the change of scene took 
place. 

Such actions cause a nature of newly created sequence (dynamics, colours) 
is preserved. The new sequence was created with the same images, but only in 
different order of appearance. For each original test sequence six modified 
video test sequences were created for values of SC ={32, 16, 8, 4, 2, 1}. For 
example, based on the original test sequence Basket, the following test 
sequences were created: Basket32, Basket16, Basket08, Basket04, Basket02, 
Basket01 (numbers in names correspond to the value of the parameter SC). 
Total 36 modified test video sequences were created. 
 
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 

Commonly available HEVC reference software [25] has been used in the 
experiments. Random access encoding configuration was applied, as defined in 
[26]. Using this software, a series of experiments was done with the following 
encoding settings: 

 profile  main, 
 GOP Size  8, 
 Intra Period  32, 
 Search Range for motion estimation   

The tests were executed on the personal computer with Intel Core i7 2700K 
and 8GB RAM. To measure the quality, the PSNR (Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio) 
was used: 

 ][
255

log10
2

22

dB
e

N
PSNR

i
i

, (1) 
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where 255 is the dynamic range of the signal, N is the number of pixels in the 
picture and ei   difference between  the i-th pixel of the original and processed 
images. 

The measurements were performed for the luminance component by 
calculating the mean value of the PSNR for all the pictures in a given sequence. 
This method is widely applied by many researchers. 
 

Table 1 
Selected BR and B values depending on SC parameter value and bitrate 

 
Sequence 

name 
BRS BRO BR B32 B16 B8 B4 B2 B1 

Basket 

256 270,81 14,81 0,04 -0,07 -0,03 0,30 -0,11 0,00 
512 526,89 14,89 0,17 0,17 -0,02 0,22 -0,16 -0,20 
768 783,27 15,27 -0,41 0,19 -0,40 -0,01 -0,58 0,10 

1024 1039,33 15,33 -0,15 -0,13 -0,31 -0,45 -1,39 1,44 

City 

256 271,00 15,00 -0,17 -0,11 -0,19 -0,29 -0,22 0,02 
512 527,00 15,00 0,10 0,00 0,08 -0,14 -0,04 0,94 
768 783,17 15,17 0,09 0,37 2,37 -0,03 0,01 2,13 

1024 1040,02 16,02 -0,70 -0,58 -0,63 -0,81 -0,98 2,51 

Crew 

256 270,91 14,91 -0,08 0,08 -0,01 -0,18 -0,20 0,24 
512 527,29 15,29 -0,49 -0,50 -0,09 -0,45 -0,54 0,55 
768 783,94 15,94 -0,93 -0,98 -0,37 -1,08 -1,13 0,27 

1024 1040,34 16,34 -1,53 -1,51 -1,29 -1,50 -1,51 0,53 

Harbour 

256 270,83 14,83 0,15 0,39 0,78 -0,11 -0,04 0,06 
512 528,27 16,27 -0,48 -0,74 -0,32 -1,33 -1,10 -0,97 
768 784,36 16,36 -0,05 0,03 -1,06 -1,41 -1,21 -0,80 

1024 1040,98 16,98 0,01 -0,39 0,04 -1,54 -1,40 -0,93 

Ice 

256 271,11 15,11 0,04 -0,05 -0,21 -0,20 0,31 0,22 
512 527,34 15,34 -0,19 -0,17 -0,16 -0,18 0,63 0,70 
768 783,80 15,80 0,23 0,23 0,18 0,25 0,78 0,85 

1024 1040,03 16,03 0,30 -0,25 0,01 -0,41 0,28 1,32 

Soccer 

256 270,70 14,70 0,24 0,46 0,34 0,08 -0,06 0,34 
512 526,90 14,90 0,09 0,07 0,21 -0,05 -0,05 0,47 
768 783,22 15,22 -0,16 -0,34 -0,27 -0,06 0,30 0,41 

1024 1038,97 14,97 0,34 0,15 1,83 0,30 0,30 0,75 
 

The experiments consisted in encoding and then decoding test video 
sequences with twelve various assumed bitrates: 128, 196, 256, 384, 512, 640, 
768, 896, 1024, 1152, 1280, 1408 kb/s. In total, 504 encoding and decoding 
operations (84 operations for each of the 6 video sequences tested) were 
performed. As a result, 504 encoded data streams were achieved (84 data 
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streams for each of the video sequences tested). Then the streams were decoded 
and PSNR values calculated. 

The actual bitrate values obtained from the experimental studies were higher 
than those assumed in the coder settings. In the paper, the difference in bitrate 
received and set, for SC=0 is denoted as delta Bitrate Received ( ): 

 

 ]/[ skbBRBRBR SO , (2) 

where  is the difference between the bitrate obtained and set for SC=0, BRO 
is the obtained value of bitrate at SC=0 and BRS  set value of bitrate at SC=0. 

The resulting values of  are in the range from 14,70kb/s to 18,03kb/s. 
The difference of the bitrate values for all tested sequences and the tested 
bitrates (expressed as ) were similar. Thus, the  changes do not affect 
the interpretation of the obtained results. The average value of  was 15.53 
kb/s. 

For the experiments made for the remaining SC values, the X (delta bitrate 
for SC = x) was introduced. It determines the difference between the bitrate 
obtained for the SC parameter equal to x, where x={1,2,4,8,16,32} and the 
bitrate obtained for SC=0: 

 

 ]/[ skbBRBRB OXX , (3) 

where X is the difference between the bitrate obtained for the SC=x and the 
bitrate obtained for SC=0, BRX is the obtained value of bitrate at SC=x, and BRO 

 obtained value of bitrate at SC=0. 
The values of X for particular sequences and for different SC values are 

small, in most cases X 
of X was 0.13 kb/s. 

In further analysis of the results, only the real bitrate values, obtained during 
the experimental study were taken into account. The presented changes in the 
actual bitrate have no direct effect on the interpretation of the obtained results. 

In the next step, a decoded sequence was compared to the original one, and 
the quality of the decoded sequence was measured. The Video Sequence PSNR 
Difference (VSPD) measure has been used for this purpose: 

 

 ][0 dBPSNRPSNRVSPD SC , (4) 

where PSNR0 is the PSNR value in the event of the absence of a scene change, 
and PSNRSC is the PSNR value in the event of the presence of a scene change. 
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This measure defines the difference between the PSNR value in the absence 
of a scene change and the PSNR value in the presence of a scene change. 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. The rate distortion curves for the testing sequences for SC parameter equal to 0, 32, 16, 8, 
4, 2, 1 
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Fig. 3. The VSPD values for the testing sequences for SC parameter equal to: 32, 16, 8, 4, 2, 1 
 

 
Fig. 2 shows the obtained values of the PSNR for particular SC values, for 

the tested video sequences and bitrates from 128 kb/s to 1408 kb/s. Fig 3 shows 
the obtained values of the VSPD (PSNR decrease) for increasing frequency of 
scene change from 32 images to 1 image. The biggest drop in the PSNR value 
was recorded for the City sequence  on average 2.13dB, form 0.18dB for 
SC=32 and bitrate equal to 1408kb/s, to 6.60dB for SC=1 and bitrate equal to 
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1024kb/s. Whereas the smallest drop in the PSNR value was noted for the Crew 
sequence  on average 0.25dB, most of 2.03dB for SC=1 and bitrate equal to 
196kb/s. For the remaining video sequences the maximum decreases of the 
PSNR values were: 

 4.67dB at 1408kb/s for the Basket sequence, on average 1.31dB; 
 3.57dB at 1408kb/s for the Harbour sequence, on average 1.07dB; 
 4.41dB at 256kb/s for the Ice sequence, on average 1.31dB; 
 4.04dB at 1408kb/s for the Soccer sequence, on average 1.73dB. 

 
For all tested video sequences the VSPD values are the greater the more 

often the scene change occurs. The drop in the PSNR value is bigger for 
sequences with smooth movement and low dynamic, e.g. City  (Fig. 3) in 
contrast to sequences with high dynamic, e.g. Crew, Harbour. 

It is due the fact that for video sequences with high dynamic, differences 
between successive frames are smaller then in video sequences with lower 
amount of motion. Accordingly, the occurrence of a scene change in sequences 
with high dynamic cause a smaller decrease in PSNR compared to the 
sequences with less dynamics. 

It is noteworthy that for the Crew sequence for almost all bitrates and for SC 
equal to 32, 16, 8 and 4 there was observed negative value of the VSPD 
(Fig. 3). This means that in these cases, occurrence of scene change causes an 
increase the PSNR value compared to a situation when there is no scene change. 

Another noteworthy fact is the much greater value of VSPD for SC=1 
compared to other SC values tested. The VSPD is from 2 to 4 times higher 
(average 3.4 times) for SC=1 compared to CS=2. On the other hand, the VSPD 
values for SC=4 in comparison to SC=2 increase by 1.25 times. 

For all tested sequences, the lowest value of VSPD was obtained for SC=32. 
For SC equal to 16, 8 and 4, the VSPD coefficient varies in a relatively small 
range. VSPD slightly increases with SC=2, and very strongly increases with 
SC=1. Of course, in practice changing the content of a video sequence, which 
means changing the scene every one picture, may occur very rarely. But this can 
be happen, for example, in the case of the dynamic camera movement or in 
video with large amount of moving objects (e.g. confetti or snowflakes). 

The presented results also show that in most cases the change of bitrate for 
the given SC value does not cause a significant change of the VSPD value. This 
situation occurs especially at higher bitrates. The VSPD value remains at a 
similar level (Fig. 3). Only in few cases the value of the VSPD depends clearly 
on the bitrate. Such situations are mainly for SC=1 and sequences: Basket, City, 
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Harbour, Ice, and Soccer (Fig 3). It follows that the transmission speed has a 
relatively small influence on the VSPD value at particular values of the SC. 
 
4. CONCLUSION 
 

In the paper, results of experimental research on HEVC video codec under 
the simulated conditions of the scene change are presented. Video sequences 
were modified to obtain simulated scene changes at predetermined frequencies 
equal to: 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32 pictures. The selected sequences are commonly 
used to assess the effectiveness of video sequence compression. The results 
obtained in case of the scene change presence were compared to the results with 
no scene change. The research shows that a scene change in video sequences 
leads to drop in the PSNR value. The more frequent the scene change, the 
bigger the drop of the PSNR is. Moreover, the less dynamic video sequence, the 
greater decrease of the PSNR value is. For sequences with high dynamics, 
average drops of the PSNR values were almost two times smaller than the drop 
of the PSNR values for sequences with low dynamics. The exception is the 
Crew sequence, where negative VSPD values were recorded. 

In monitoring and video surveillance systems used in Internet of Things 
(IoT) devices, video recording often carries significant value only when a large 
amount of motion occurs. This is a situation when some kind of the sudden 
event occurs. A significant amount of motion causes negative effects, as in the 
case of changing the scene described in the article. Research indicates that in 
such a situation, the quality of the recording may significantly deteriorate. To 
counteract this, solutions increasing the transmission speed when there is 
a significant amount of motion in the recordings should be considered. Such an 
approach makes possible compensation for the temporary quality loss caused by 
temporarily increasing the transmission speed of recorded images. 

The presented results may therefore be helpful in configuring the coder 
operating parameters in IoT devices. Increasing the transmission speed when 
a large amount of motion is detected may increase the readability of camera 
records. If the link used does not allow for the transmission of the increased 
amount of data, the solution may be to store the recorded material locally on the 
recording device. 

Although the presented research results will not directly contribute to 
increasing the efficiency of the coding process itself, they can be used to 
introduce certain modifications to the encoder settings in order to better adapt it 
to the specificity of IoT devices. 
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